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D. Subramanian, R. Greiner and J. Pearl, The Relevance of Relevance (Editorial) 
D. Galleis and J. Pearl, Axioms of causal relevance 
This paper develops axioms and formal semantics for statements of the form “X is causally irrelevant to Y 
in context Z”, which we interpret o mean ‘Changing X will not affect Y once Z is held constant”. The 
axiomization of causal irrelevance is contrasted with tbe axiomization of informational inelevance, as in 
“Finding X will not alter our belief in Y, once we know Z”. ‘Bvo versions of causal irrelevance are analyzed: 
probabilistic and deterministic. We show that, unless stability is assumed, the probabilistic definition yields a 
very loose structure that is governed by just two trivial axioms. Under the stability assumption, probabilistic 
causal irrelevance is isomorphic to path interception in cyclic graphs. Under the deterministic definition, 
causal irrelevance complies with all of the axioms of path interception i  cyclic graphs except ransitivity. 
We compare our formalism to that of Lewis (1973) and offer a graphical method of proving theorems about 
causal relevance. 
A. Darwiche, A logical notion of conditional independence: properties and applica- 
tions 
We propose a notion of conditional independence with respect to propositional logic and study some of its key 
properties. We present several equivalent formulations of the proposed notion, each oriented towards a specific 
application of logical reasoning such as abduction and diagnosis. We suggest a framework for utilizing logical 
independence computationally b  structuring a propositional logic database around a directed acyclic graph. 
This structuring explicates many of the independences satisfied by the underlying database. Based on these 
structural independences, we develop an algorithm for a class of structured atabases that is not necessarily 
Horn. The algorithm is linear in the size of a database structure and can be used for deciding entailment, 
computing abductions and diagnoses. The presented results are motivated by similar results in the literature 
on probabilistic and constraint-based reasoning. 
A.Y. Levy, R.E. Fikes and Y. Sagiv, Speeding up inferences using relevance reason- 
ing: a formalism and algorithms 
Irrelevance reasoning refers to the process in which a system reasons about which parts of its knowledge 
are relevant (or irrelevant) to a specific query. Aside from its importance in speeding up inferences from 
large knowledge bases, relevance reasoning is crucial in advanced applications uch as modeling complex 
physical devices and information gathering in distributed heterogeneous systems. This article presents a novel 
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framework for studying the various kinds of irrelevance that arise in inference and efficient algorithms for 
relevance reasoning. We present a proof-theoretic framework for analyzing definitions of irrelevance. The 
framework makes the necessary distinctions between different notions of irrelevance that am important when 
using them for speeding up inferences. We describe the query-tree algorithm which is a sound, complete. 
and efficient algorithm for automatically deriving certain kinds of irrelevance claims for Horn-rule knowledge 
bases and several extensions. Finally, we describe experimental results that show that significant speedups 
(often orders of magnitude) are obtained by employing the query-tree in inference. 
G. Lakemeyer, Relevance from an epistemic perspective 
In this paper we study relevance relations in the context of propositional logical theories and subject matters or 
topics of interest, which we take to be sets of atomic propositions. In particular, we am interested in answering 
questions like the following: when is a sentence (or theory) relevant to a subject matter, or, when is a topic 
relevant to another topic or sentence given some background theory? Relevance is studied from a subjective 
or epistemic point of view, that is, we try to capture relevance relations from an agent’s point of view relative 
to his or her deductive capabilities. For this purpose, we start out with the definition of regular belief, which 
covers a wide range of belief models, from the very weak to those closed under classical logical implication. 
In the paper, we consider one example from each of the extremes, which are called explicit and implicit belief, 
respectively. We define a notion of prime implicates which applies to all models of regular belief and which 
has its usual meaning under implicit belief. Prime implicates turn out to be the right primitive from which all 
definitions of relevance are derived. Among the main technical contributions i  a detailed comparison between 
relevance under implicit belief and three other approaches in the literature. This investigation reveals that 
all four sham a lot of common ground even though some have very different starting points. We also study 
the complexity of determining relevance relations for implicit as well as explicit belief. While intractability 
obtains often, but not always, for implicit belief, the analogous problems for explicit belief are almost always 
tractable. 
R. Khardon and D. Roth, Defaults and relevance in model based reasoning 
Reasoning with model-based representations is an intuitive paradigm, which has been shown to be theoretically 
sound and to possess some computational dvantages over reasoning with formula-based representations 
of knowledge. This paper studies these representations and further substantiates the claim regarding their 
advantages. In particular, model-based representations are shown to efficiently support reasoning in the presence 
of varying context information, handle efficiently fragments of Reiter’s default logic and provide a useful way 
to integrate learning with reasoning. Furthermore, these results are closely related to the notion of relevance. 
The use of relevance information is best exemplified by the filtering process involved in the algorithm 
developed for reasoning within context. The relation of defaults to relevance is viewed through the notion of 
context, where the agent has to find plausible context information by using default rules. This view yields 
efficient algorithms for default reasoning. Finally, it is argued that these results support an incremental view 
of reasoning in a natural way, and the notion of relevance to the environment, captured by the Learning to 
Reason framework, is discussed. 
E.B. Baum and W.D. Smith, A Bayesian approach to relevance in game playing 
The point of game tree search is to insulate. oneself from errors in the evaluation function. The standard 
approach is to grow a full width tree as deep as time allows, and then value the tree as if the leaf evaluations 
were exact. The alpha-beta lgorithm implements his with great computational efficiency. This approach as 
been effective in many games. Our approach is to form a Bayesian model of our uncertainty. We adopt an 
evaluation function that returns a probability distribution estimating the probability of various errors in valuing 
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each position. These estimates are obtained by training from data. We thus use additional information at each 
leaf not available to the standard approach. We utilize this information in three ways: to evaluate which move 
is best after we are done expanding, to allocate additional thinking time to moves where additional time is 
most relevant o game outcome, and, perhaps most importantly, to expand the tree along the most relevant 
lines. Our measure of the relevance of expanding agiven leaf provably approximates a measure of the impact 
of expandting the leaf on expected payoff, including the impact of the outcome of the leaf expansion on later 
expansion decisions. Our algorithms run (under easonable assumptions) in time linear in the size of the final 
tree and hence except for a small constant factor, are as time efficient as alpha-beta. Our algorithm focuses on 
relevant lines, on which it can in principle grow a tree several times as deep as alpha-beta in a given amount 
of time. 
We have tested our approach on a variety of games, including Othello, Kalah, Warri, and others. Our 
probability independence approximations are seen to be significantly violated, but nonetheless our tree valuation 
scheme was found to play significantly better than minimax or the Probability Product rule when both 
competitor,s search the same tree. Our full search algorithm was found to outplay a highly ranked, directly 
comparable alpha-beta Othello program even when the alpha-beta program was given sizeable time odds, and 
also performed well against he three top Othello programs on the Internet Othello Server. 
A.L. Blum and R Langley, Selection of relevant features and examples in machine 
learning 
In this suney, we review work in machine learning on methods for handling data sets containing large amounts 
of irrelevalnt information. We focus on two key issues: the problem of selecting relevant features, and the 
problem of selecting relevant examples. We describe the advances that have been made on these topics in 
both empirical and theoretical work in machine learning, and we present a general framework that we use to 
compare different methods. We close with some challenges for future work in this area. 
R. Kohalvi and G.H. John, Wrappers for feature subset selection 
In the featlure subset selection problem, a learning algorithm is faced with the problem of selecting a relevant 
subset of Features upon which to focus its attention, while ignoring the rest. To achieve the best possible 
performance with a particular learning algorithm on a particular training set, a feature subset selection method 
should consider how the algorithm and the training set interact. We explore the relation between optimal 
feature subset selection and relevance. Our wrapper method searches for an optimal feature subset ailored to 
a particular algorithm and a domain. We study the strengths and weaknesses of the wrapper approach and 
show a series of improved designs. We compare the wrapper approach to induction without feature subset 
selection and to Relief, a filter approach to feature subset selection. Significant improvement in accuracy is 
achieved for some datasets for the two families of induction algorithms used: decision trees and Naive-Bayes. 
J. Kivinen, M.K. Warmuth and P. Auer, The Perceptron algorithm versus Winnow: 
linear versus logarithmic mistake bounds when few input variables are relevant 
(Tech&al Note) 
We give an adversary strategy that forces the Perception algorithm to make n (k/V) mistakes in learning 
monotone disjunctions over N variables with at most k literals. In contrast, Littlestone’s algorithm Winnow 
makes at most O( k log N) mistakes for the same problem. Both algorithms use thresholded linear functions 
as their hypotheses. However, Winnow does multiplicative updates to its weight vector instead of the additive 
updates of the Perceptron algorithm. In general, we call an algorithm additive if its weight vector is always 
a sum of a fixed initial weight vector and some linear combination of already seen instances. Thus, the 
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Perceptron algorithm is an example of an additive algorithm. We show that an adversary can force any 
additive algorithm to make (N + k - 1)/2 mistakes in learning a monotone disjunction of at most k liter&. 
Simple experiments how that for k << N, Winnow clearly outperforms the Perceptron algorithm also on 
nonadversarial r ndom data. 
R. Greiner, AJ. Grove and A. Kogan, Knowing what doesn’t matter: exploiting the 
omission of irrelevant data 
Most learning algorithms work most effectively when their training data contain completely specified labeled 
samples. In many diagnostic tasks, however, the data will include the values of only some of the attributes; 
we model this as a blocking process that hides the values of those attributes from the learner. While blockers 
that remove the values of critical attributes can handicap a learner, this paper instead focuses on blockers that 
remove only conditionally irrelevant attribute values, i.e. values that are not needed to classify an instance, 
given the values of the other unblocked attributes. We first motivate and formalize this model of “superfluous- 
value blocking”, and then demonstrate hat these omissions can be useful, by proving that certain classes 
that seem hard to learn in the general PAC model-viz., decision trees and DNF formulae-am trivial to 
learn in this setting. We then extend this model to deal with (1) theory revision (i.e. modifying an existing 
formula) ; (2) blockers that occasionally include superfluous values or exclude requited values; and ( 3) other 
corruptions of the training data. 
S. Baluja and D. Pomerleau, Dynamic relevance: vision-based focus of attention 
using artificial neural networks (Technical Note) 
This paper presents a method for ascertaining the relevance of inputs in vision-based tasks by exploiting 
temporal coherence and predictability. In contrast to the tasks explored in many previous relevance xperiments, 
the class of tasks examined in this study is one in which relevance is a time-varying function of the previous 
and current inputs. The method proposed in this paper dynamically allocates relevance to inputs by using 
expectations of their future values. As a model of the task is learned, the model is simultaneously extended 
to create task-specific predictions of the future values of inputs. Inputs that are not relevant, and therefore not 
accounted for in the model, will not be predicted accurately. These inputs can be de-emphasized, and, in turn, 
a new, improved, model of the task created. The techniques presented in this paper have been successfully 
applied to the vision-based autonomous control of a land vehicle, vision-based hand tracking in cluttered 
scenes, and the detection of faults in the plasma-etch step of semiconductor wafers. 
R.I. Brafman, J.Y. Halpern and Y. Shoham, On the knowledge requirements of 
tasks 
R.H. Wilson, Geometric reasoning about assembly tools 
E. Tsang, No more “Partial” and “Pull Looking Ahead” (Research Note) 
C. Boutilier, A unilied model of qualitative belief change: a dynamical systems 
perspective 
A.L. Lanky, Localized planning with action-based constraints 
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G. Kern&berner, Characterizing the principle of minimum cross-entropy within a 
conditional-logic framework 
Jiming Liu, A method of spatial reasoning based on qualitative trigonometry 
J.-F. Dut’ourd, F’. Mathis and R Schreck, Geometric construction by assembling 
solved subfigures 
M. Jelasity and J. Dombi, GAS, a concept on modeling species in genetic algorithms 
